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iSofter DVD Ripper Deluxe is a powerful and easy-to-use tool for you to rip DVD movie in
smaller video files with quality, helpful for copying DVD to AVI with quality. You can also only
rip part of the huge movie file by specifying the target chapters or start / stop timestamp. Now
you can backup your DVD title to your hard disk without worrying about the damage of
original disc, almost same quality, just 10% size! Why choose iSofter DVD Ripper Deluxe? It
is so easy-to-use that just a few clicks are enough to convert DVD to AVI, rip DVD to DivX; It
can auto-detects your CPU. The ripping will be done at the best ripping speed; All encoders
and decoders are built-in; Output parameters are all adjustable. It's suitable for veterans as
well.

Key  Features

External codec Support
Our program can use external codec’s power feature to optimize the output video quality

Vob Scan support
With vob scan support you can open ifo file’s or rip your vob file to any video format

Suited for both veterans and beginners:
If you are a veteran, you will find there are so many options you can set, if it's the first time
you rip DVDs, you don't have to consider these options, just use default settings and rip
DVDs in a few clicks.

Super fast speed:
it full supports Intel Pentium D Dual-Core Processor and AMD Athlon 64 X 2 Dual-Core
Processor which ensures full use of your CPU.

All-In-One:
All encoders/decoders are built-in and you can convert all formats once downloading it, no
other software needed.

Rip at will:
You can rip entire DVD movie or just one or several chapters;

Easy-to-use interface:
Most functions can be called up with a simple mouse click or menu selection. You can
conveniently make skins for isoft DVD Ripper through our color scheme system.

Flexible setting:
iSoft DVD Ripper Deluxe is able to automatically detect the input video formats and then set
the application's parameters for the best possible performance. The default parameters work
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in most cases, but you can change them easily to best suit your needs.

System   Requirements

Os_support : Win95,Win98,WinME,WinNT 4.x,Windows2000,WinXP
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